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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1. 1. Hetero carbon nanomaterial and conventional synthesis method
1. 1. 1 Hetero carbon nanomaterial
Carbon has isomers from zero dimensions to three dimensions. The diverse bonding
structures of carbon atoms are caused varying properties of carbon material. Due to this reason,
the carbon materials always have large attentions not only in research area also industrial fields
for a long time. Various kinds of carbon materials have been used for several applications, from
conventional types (graphite, diamond, activated carbon) and to recent nano-scaled type
(carbon nanotubes, graphene, carbon dot, graphene ribbons). The carbon nanomaterials take a
unique place in nano science for their exceptional thermal, mechanical, chemical and electrical
properties, and then have been developed for advanced applications in areas as diverse as
energy storage and conversion, gas storage, smart sensors, targeted drug delivery, catalyst
support, field-emission devices, quantum wires, and nano electronics. [1-3]
To modify the performance of carbon materials, many researchers have an effort to
synthesize hetero carbon nanomaterials by doping various kinds of hetero atoms, recently. The
hetero atoms in the carbon structures give the polarizes neighboring carbon atoms, as a result,
produce an imbalance charge in the carbon structure. Therefore, carbon nanomaterials with
hetero atoms, such as nitrogen(N) [4-6], boron (B) [7,8] , phosphorus (P) [9], sulfur (S) [10]
have attracted tremendous attention. As doping nitrogen atoms into graphene structure, the
several properties of N-graphene quite change compared with the pure graphene. For example,
the charge distribution of carbon atoms have been changed to relative positive by an effect of
the neighbor nitrogen atoms which has relative negative charge [11], it induces the activate
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reaction area on the surface of graphene. This activated reaction part can conduct an oxygen
reduction as catalytic reactions efficiently. Also, it was confirmed by theoretical calculation
that doped hetero atoms in the carbon sheet structure to modulate the surface electronic
structure plays an important role in the catalytic performance [12].

1. 1. 2 Conventional synthesis method
1) Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method
Chemical vapor deposition is a popular the synthesis method recently to prepare carbon
nanosheets [13], carbon nanofiber [14], graphene [15], N-doped graphene [16]. For fabricating
the N-doped graphene, nitrogen containing gas is mixed into a hydrogen carbon source gas
employed with the metal substrate for catalyst in a high temperature. After segregation of the
precursors and they recombine into N-doped graphene [17-18]. The nitrogen containing
organic solvent also used as precursor to obtain N doped graphene. However, it is required t
o consider the type of N containing molecule. Because, the pyridine can form N dop
ed graphene owing to their bonding energy while the acrylonitrile is difficult to synth
esize by effect of C≡N triple bond [19]. Furthermore, the level of nitrogen containing can
be large influenced to N doped graphene. When the NH3/ CH4 ratio increased from 25 to 50 %,
the N contents in graphene changed from 3.2 up to 8.9 at. % [20].
2) Arc-discharge method
The method can produce pristine or N doped CNTs using the evaporation the carbon source
as graphite [22], also nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) was synthesized using hydrogen gas with
pyridine or ammonia gas [23]. The N doped graphene size which prepared by this method is
below 1 µm
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3) Segregation growth method
This approach has an advantage to make large scale of product and uniform contents. In this
process, boron layer with nitrogen and nickel layers with carbon are deposited on the substrate
using electron beam evaporation. And then, the carbon atoms will segregate out from the nickel
layer with trapping of boron atoms by nickel layer during the vacuum annealing step. At last,
combination reaction of carbon and nitrogen atoms [24]. The concentration of nitrogen in N
doped graphene can be controlled by the deposited layers thickness up to 2.9 %.
4) Solvothermal method
The solvothermal method was favorable for synthesis of large amount production [25]. The
N doped graphene quantum dots (NGQDs) were successfully fabricated by solvothermal
method with organic solvent with nitrogen as dimethylformamide was reported. Generally, the
performance of GQD is not enough as compared with semiconductor QDs. However, it acquire
the high value after doped N in carbon-based nanomaterials.
5) Thermal treatment method
The N doped graphene can be obtained from exfoliation of graphite oxide in the nitrogen
gas atmosphere with thermal treatment at 1050 °C [26]. But, their nitrogen content in the N
doped graphene is quite low. Other type of thermal treatment, electrical annealing, synthesize
graphene nano ribbon (GNR) with nitrogen [27]. The N-GNR can be obtained from N-graphene
sheet with NH3 gas atmosphere.
6) Hydrazine hydrate (N2H4) Method
Using the NH3 solution with hydrazine, reduction of graphene oxide (GO) produce the N
doped graphene [28]. When the reduction temperature is 80 °C, the nitrogen concentration in
N-graphene is around 5 %. The reduction temperature is important to control of N contents,
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because the N contents decreased by desorption of hydrazine in high temperature. The
temperature also affect to the morphology of N doped graphene. For instance, the sheet type of
N doped graphene was formed in the low temperature (under 120°C), but the obvious
aggregation in N doped carbon was observed at the higher temperature.
7) Plasma Treatment method
The carbon atoms were partially substituted by nitrogen atoms in carbon nano tubes structure
with nitrogen plasma treatment [29-30]. Also, in the case of graphene, a doping of nitrogen
atom was reported by exposing graphene to nitrogen plasma with same mechanism in the case
of CNT. The exposure time and power of plasma controlled the contents of nitrogen from 3 to
8.5 at. % [31].

1. 2. Solution plasma
1.2.1 Fundamental of solution plasma
Solution plasma generated in the solution when high voltage applied. It is non-equil
ibrium plasma since the electron temperature is much higher (Te ~104 K) that that of
ion or neutrons (Ti, Tn ~300 K). Thus, the thermal effect of heavy particles can be i
gnored [32]. This reason is how to keep the working temperature of the solution near
the room temperature. During the plasma generated in the solution, various kinds of
reactive species occurred, such as radicals, electrons, ions. Using the unique reaction,
nano-scaled materials can be synthesized rapidly without limitation of types of resourc
e. The metal or metal oxide nanoparticle were synthesized by sputtering of metal elec
trode or reduction of metal ion from aqueous solution with salts [33-35]. A synthesis
of carbon material from organic solvents as benzene were also reported [36]. Further
more, nanocomposite material of metal nanoparticle supported on the carbon material
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was revealed [37, 38].

1.2.2 Experimental set up of solution plasma
The configuration of solution plasma is presented in figure 1.1. The reactor include
s electrodes, silicon plug, ceramic tubes and a bipolar power supply. The detailed info
rmation of three important parts (reactor, electrodes, bipolar pulse power supply) are d
escried as follows:
1) Reactor
The reactor should be selected by size and type of material. In general, the hea
t and impact resisting glass were applied for containing various kinds of solvents.
In this study, 100 mL volume of glass beaker was used.
2) Electrodes
Electrodes can be picked among the various kinds of material rely for the purp
ose of the experiments. For instance, a metal electrode such as tungsten, nickel, ir
on, zinc, platinum can be used for synthesis the metal nano particles. The graphite
electrode also employed to make carbon material. Among the various types of el
ectrodes, tungsten electrodes commonly used due to their excellent stability. In ord
er to concentrate energy between a gap of electrodes, electrodes should be covered
using ceramic tube.
3) Bipolar pulse power supply
The bipolar pulse within the microsecond range pulse could prevent an instantan
eous large energy supply into plasma system with the excitation of only electrons
except ions. Therefore, the plasma can be kept stable in the range of non-thermal
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plasma. The applied voltage (~ 4kV), frequency (~200kHz) and pulse width (~4.0
μs) are controllable parameters in this power supply. The parameter can influence
to characteristic of material synthesized by solution plasma.

Figure 1.1 Schematic of solution plasma experimental set up

1.2.3 Advantage of solution plasma to synthesize hetero carbon nanomaterial
Especially, the SP method has been focused on a fabrication of hetero carbon nano
materials. As mentioned before, in the high temperature of conventional synthesis met
hod, a doping the nitrogen atoms in the carbon framework is quite difficult procedure.
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As the results, the contents of hetero atoms in the carbon material synthesized by co
nventional method are under 5 at.%. However, the hetero graphene fabricated by the
SP showed 13% of nitrogen contents using EMIM-DCA and DMF [39]. The high nitr
ogen concentration was attributed to the mechanism of synthesis carbon by the SP. D
uring the SP for synthesizing carbon material, a glow discharge generated in the orga
nic solvent and many kinds of species from the organic monomer such as C2, CH, H
radicals are observed in the plasma phase, representatively. During the discharge in h
etero cyclic molecules, CN, OH radical can be formed from plasma phase. It was co
nsidered that restructuring of crystalline carbon structure is much difficulty using the r
adical from a dissociation of monomer. The other pathway for synthesis carbon by SP
occurred at the interface between the plasma/liquid phases. The SP leads to redox re
action of molecules as catalysts at the interface. Due to this reaction, the organic mo
nomer near the plasma phase convert to radical by electron transfer. The rapid fabrica
tion of carbon from organic monomer by the SP was initiated by this mechanism. Th
rough the mechanism, hetero cyclic molecules can be converted to hetero carbon nano
material without a loss of hetero atom.

1. 3 Radical polymerization process
Formation of polymer using the radical species show the rapid synthesis rate due to the high
reactivity of radicals. This process consist of three steps; i) initiation, ii) propagation, and iii)
termination.
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First, initiation is the first step of the polymerization of molecules. In this step, a reactive
molecule which can start the polymerization is created. In this step, one or two radicals occur
from the initiating molecules by several mechanism. As below, the various mechanism of a
generating of radicals be introduced.

1)

Thermal decomposition

A chemical decomposition of molecule by heat lead to formation of radicals. In this reaction,
it is required heat energy to break chemical bonds. Therefore, quite large energy consume to
reach the decomposition temperature.
2)

Photolysis

The radiation by photo lead to a hemolytic cleave a molecule and then two radicals occurred.
Photolysis is well known to cleave metal iodides or alkyls, and azo compounds usually. When
the radical is in lowest triplet excited state, the photolysis also generated. The photolysis
initiation required some condition such as high absorptivity for UV, solubility in the binder
system.
3)

Redox reactions

A reduction of hydrogen peroxide or an alkyl hydrogen peroxide by some metal ion lead to
formation of hydroxyl radicals. Cr2+, V2+, Ti2+, Co2+, and Cu2+ ion also employed as redox
agents.
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4)

Ionizing radiation

The free radical occurred by an ejection of electrons from the resource species by α-, β-, γ-,
or x-rays. During this reaction, ionizing, radiation, ejection dissociation and electron capture
occurred and they also lead to produce a radical.
5)

Electrochemical

Electrolysis is generated by electron transfer between molecule and electrode. In the region
of cathode, an anion radical is formed when the cathode offer an electron to monomer.
Oppositely, a cation radical is formed by losing an electron at the anode. The radical ions can
initiate free radical polymerization. This method is useful for polymer films coating on metal
surfaces.
In the second, a propagation step, radicals propagate from the initiator molecules to
neighboring monomer. The free radical formed by initiation can reaction with other molecule
due to their high reactivity. In the case of an ethene molecule, two kind of bond presence
between two carbon atoms. When the ethene react with free radical, the one electron in π bond
can be used to make stable bond [40]. After that, the whole molecule convert to radical by other
electron returns to the second carbon atom. These reactions are beginning state of radical
polymerization.
Propagation is an intermediate step of radical polymerization process. The molecule reacted
with free radical during the initiation step converted to free radical. Thus, it can be reaction
continuously with the other molecules. Finally, in a termination step, the polymerization of
molecules discontinues when the propagating radical react with other radical. The state of
radial becomes stable by reaction with the initiator, other propagating radical or impurity. The
figure 1.2 shows the typical radical polymerization process in three steps.
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Figure 1.2 Step of radical polymerization process

1. 4. Carbon dots
1.4.1 Carbon dots
Recently, carbon dots (CDs), the new research subject of carbon nanoscience, is discovered.
CDs are nanoparticles smaller than 10 nm and due to their small size, an important property is
a tunable fluorescence in the visible range. The CDs are accompanied by some benefits as
compared with conventional metal or semiconductor type quantum dots (QDs) as low cost and
excellent biocompatibility. These advantages of CDs make them using in a quite broad range
of applications without strong limitation, especially bio imaging and ion/molecule sensing [4143].
However, the quantum yield, energy efficiency of absorbing light to emit light, is of CDs
(10%) quite lower than QDs (60%). Thus, the research of CDs is still developed to solve the
mentioned problem. Nano-scaled materials shows unique property due to the quantum
confinement effect. The electrons loss leads to quantization on density of states is shown in
figure 1.3. The fundamental of the electronic band states, the key factors to determine their
fluorescence, and the relation between excitation and emission. Therefore, a much effort is in
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progress to find the effective ways to control the electronic band structure. The effective
method to tailor band gap of CDs is a doping the hetero atoms for generating new band. For
instance, a nitrogen atom in the carbon structure which has lone pair electrons generate n band
between pi-pi* bands.

Figure 1.3 Quantum confinement effect and mechanism of fluorescence
1.4.2 Conventional method for synthesis of CDs
-

Top-down method
An exfoliating the nano-scale particles from carbon materials, such as bulk graphite, few layer

of graphene and activated carbon is carried out. The advantage of top-down methods is keeping
sp2 structures with high crystallinity, but their luminescent properties are quite low due to lack
of doped hetero atoms. Thus, chemical modification of the surface of CDs enhance to increase
the quantum yield.
1) Arc-discharge
When the arc discharge occurred on the surface of bulk carbon material, fluorescent carbon
dots successfully synthesized. A fluorescent carbon dots can be separated from the soot. The
quantum yield of the fluorescence was confirmed 1.6% at 366 nm of excitation wavelength
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[44]. Its advantage is a simple, high purification, an environment-friendly methods. However,
the low synthesis rate and difficulty of chemical modification is critical problem.
2) Laser ablation
Laser bean is employed to irradiate the surface of carbon material by a. The CDs were
prepared using a Nd:YAG laser with argon carrier gas. Only a 10% of low quantum yield was
achieved with surface passivation by the nitric acid CDs [45]. The result showed that this
method requires several complex processes to get considerable photoluminescence properties.
3) Electrochemical synthesis
Electrochemical method to take carbon dot from graphite or carbon nanotubes is an attractive
method due to the reasonable cost and high production rate. An electrochemical route to
prepare the CDs in the acetonitrile solution [46]. The working electrode as MWCNT-based
carbon sheet, coupling with Pt counter electrode and an Ag/AgClO4 reference electrode is
prepared to consist electrochemical system. The CDs with blue luminescence showed 6.4% of
QY were obtained through the cycling voltage. Also, the products can be formed from graphite
rod in aqueous solution by the electro oxidation [47]. However, a requirement of post treatment
for changing the surface state to achieve high QY is a problem to solve.

-

Bottom-up method
In the case of top-down synthesis, it is required a post-treatment to give the surface

modification to pristine CDs to improve their performance. Oppositely, a bottom-up method
can synthesize CDs with giving functional group. In general, hydrothermal, thermal
combustion, microwave, ultrasonic was employed to fabricate CDs from small organic
molecules under variable conditions.
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4) Hydrothermal, thermal combustion methods
The advantages of hydrothermal methods for producing fluorescent CDs are environment
friendly and economic method without high-technology equipment. Using Citric acid, glucose,
chitosan, protein as precursor were reported in formation procedures of CDs by this reactions
[48-51]. The first report of hydrothermal synthesis of CDs has reported in 2010 [52]. L-ascorbic
acid mixed in water and ethanol solution were employed and the solution reacted in the
autoclave at 180 C for 4 hr. The prepared CDs show the 7 % of quantum yield after dialysis
process. Through thermal combustion, CDs also can be synthesized from various type of
hydrocarbon resources [53-56]. Although the combustion method is a simple method, the quite
low QY (below 3%) make a limitation to use.
5) Template-assisted methods
This method is suggested to avoid agglomeration of carbon particles. F127 as an amphiphilic
triblock copolymer was used for surface modification of silica spheres. The F127/SiO2
composites are successfully fabricated and it can be converted to carbon material with silica
template. Finally, only fluorescent CDs were obtained by etching of the template using NaOH
solution [57]. Size distribution and morphology can be controlled by this methods. For
producing CDs, the mesoporous silica spheres as a template and N-hexadecyl amine and citric
acid as the carbon precursors was employed [58]. The 2 nm of CDs were synthesize uniformly
with blue emission and showed 23 % of quantum yield.
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6) Microwave/ultrasonic-assisted method
The microwave method can synthesize CDs rapidly with high quantum yield rapid. But one
of the disadvantage is a limitation of precursor selection. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
saccharide solution was reacted 500 W of microwave for 10 min. [59]. Also, ultrasonic
treatment was presented that a CDs preparation with active carbon in hydrogen peroxide
solution [60]. The obtained CDs exhibited strong visible emission and excellent PL properties.

1. 5. Objective and outline of the thesis
For the demand of carbon nanomaterials for many applications, especially the requirement
of the hetero carbon nanomaterial rises up. Because property of practical scaled pristine carbon
nanomaterials difficult to satisfy as that of experimental scaled. Thus, the synthesis of hetero
carbon material is focused for solving the problem. Various kinds of hetero atoms (B, N, P, S)
in the carbon structure can use for an improvement of property. Among them, a nitrogen atom
which has 5 valence electrons and similar size with carbon atom is a best candidate atom among
various kinds of hetero-atoms. For instance, when a nitrogen atom is doped into graphene sheet,
a charge distribution of graphene sheet occur due to effect of relative negative nitrogen dopants.
At last, it leads to an improvement of electrical property effectively [20, 61]. In the case of
catalyst effect for oxygen reduction reaction, the relative charge of carbon atoms changed to
positive charge due to neighboring nitrogen atom which is favorable to react with oxygen
molecules [62-64]. Also, the nitrogen atom in carbon quantum dots affects to the improvement
of the quantum yield related to energy efficiency of light increased due to effects on the
electronic band structure [65-67].
However, the fabrication of hetero carbon nanomaterial is not easy, in particular, high
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concentration nitrogen doping is quite difficult by conventional methods. The reason might be
a high temperature which could remove nitrogen atoms in the structure due to its light mass.
So, volatilization of nitrogen and recrystallization of carbon structure occurs easily [1719,24,26] (800-1300C°).
Therefore, in order to unzip the problem, exploring and developing of new synthesis method
is needed. The solution plasma (SP) is an attractive alternative method for synthesis of nitrogen
doped carbon material. During the synthesis, the SP method used the glow discharge in the
solution, thus temperature of solution do not over the room temperature. And, the electron
transfer occurs between plasma phase and hetero cyclic aromatic molecules in the liquid phase
and it leads to polymerization of monomers by the C-H activation. Therefore, the solution
plasma method is favorable to keep high contents of nitrogen in the carbon structure. Using
these advantages, the previous studies reported that synthesis and analysis of nitrogen doped
carbon nanomaterials from heterocyclic aromatic organic solvents such as pyridine,
cyanopyridine, and imidazolium ionic liquid and they showed high concentration (13%) of
nitrogen in the products [39].
However, the investigation of the formation process from the hetero organic molecule to the
nitrogen doped carbon nanomaterials was not yet been clarified. Basically, the synthesis
process from organic monomer for carbon is still unclear until now. The resonance-stabilized
hydrocarbon-radical is suggested that it is starting reactant for fabricating of carbon material
[68, 69]. The suggestion is similar to the pathway for carbon nanomaterial synthesis by solution
plasma from benzene. During the solution plasma process, the organic molecules convert to
radicals by plasma. By reaction with these radical, the carbon nanomaterial can be synthesized.
In contrast to symmetric pristine carbon structure, in the case of the nitrogen doped carbon
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nanomaterial, the reaction part on heterocyclic molecule for synthesizing the nitrogen doped
carbon is important. Because, N doped carbon showed different properties by not only
concentration but also the position. The position of nitrogen in carbon structure decides the
presence of lone pair electrons. Among the bonding configurations, the pyrrolic N doesn’t have
lone pair electrons, however, pyridinic N has a lone pair electrons. It leads to generate n band
in electronic band structure, also affect to charge of neighboring carbon atoms. It means that
same concentration of nitrogen make a different effect on nitrogen doped carbon nanomaterial.
Therefore, a confirming of the position of nitrogen atom has a valuable meaning of the research
fields and the investigation on the pathway of synthesis process would be a good way to predict
the position of nitrogen. The heterocyclic molecules are converted by solution plasma and then
the position of nitrogen in the synthesized intermediate products can be confirmed. Therefore,
in this study, a conversion of the hetero cyclic aromatic molecule (pyridine) by SP was
investigated for deep understanding how the hetero cyclic molecule change to hetero carbon
nanomaterial the SP process.
In each chapter was introduced sequentially the conversion procedure of pyridine monomer
by solution plasma.
In chapter 2, various kinds of products formed after 1, 5 second of solution plasma from
pyridine were analyzed by GC-MS and their formation mechanism were discussed with the
DFT calculation.
In chapter 3, the quantitative spectrochemical analysis were conducted using benzene,
pyridine, and aniline during and after the solution plasma. The plasma phase and solution/solid
phase were investigated, respectively.
In chapter 4, fluorescent carbon dots were synthesized and their optical properties were
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discussed.
Finally, the summary of each chapter concluded in chapter 5.
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The Initial Reactions from Pyridine to Hetero-Carbon
Nanomaterials through Solution Plasma
2. 1. Introduction
Recently, hetero carbon nanomaterials doped which is doped hetero atoms (B or N) have
been received a significant attention because of their potential as catalysts and field effect
transistors [1-3]. However, the synthesis of hetero-carbon nanomaterials required high
temperature (500-750°C) and long processing time [4-6]. Due to these kinds of problems,
solution plasma (SP) process could be one of an alternative for the synthesis of carbon
nanomaterials [7-9]. The SP is one of the non-equilibrium plasma type generated into a liquid
and make unique reactions at the interface of the liquid/plasma phases [10, 11]. Using this
reaction, the carbon nanomaterials can be synthesized from organic solvents. Especially, the
strong advantage of SP methods for synthesizing hetero-carbon nanomaterials is that
generating in the room temperature with atmospheric pressure. Oppositely, by pyrolysis which
is represented conventional method, the hetero atoms are difficult to be contained in the carbon
structure due to the breaking bonds at high temperatures. However, SP method might lead to
polymerization of the organic monomers at room temperature. Thus the obtained products can
be expected to contain a high amount of hetero-atoms. Using SP method, hetero-carbon
nanomaterials could be synthesized from heterocyclic aromatic organic solvents such as
pyridine, cyanopyridine, and pyrazine [12-14]. Although many studies about the
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characteristics and application properties of the hetero-carbon nanomaterials [7-9, 12, 13]
synthesized by SP had been done, the investigation on the synthesis process from the solvent
to the hetero-carbon nanomaterials was not yet been clarified. The investigation of the
products formed by the initial reaction of the organic solvent molecule after SP could help to
understand the SP process. Therefore, in this research, a gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) was conducted for identifying of newly formed molecules. A coherent
anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) was employed to confirm the change of pyridine
molecules by SP. Pyridine is suitable to be analyzed by Raman spectroscopy due to its high
symmetry, and CARS is suitable for the detection of the changes in the liquid state of the
molecule. The magnitude of CARS signal is stronger than that of the conventional Raman in
liquids [15]. In order to detect generated radicals in the plasma, optical emission spectroscopy
(OES) measurement was used. The partial charge of the molecule, total molecular energy
change were performed by density functional theory (DFT) calculation.

2. 2. Experimental Details
2. 2. 1. SP method
Plasma discharged in 7 mL pyridine (with a purity higher than 99.5%, Kanto Chemical
Co., Inc.) by bipolar power supply (Kurita) between 0.4 mm diameter of tungsten electrodes
(Nilaco) covered with insulating ceramic tubes (Nilaco). The position of electrodes were
centered at the reactor and their gap distance was kept at 0.5 mm. The pulse width was 1.0 μs
and frequency was 20 kHz in the input energy.
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2. 2. 2 Computational method
The molecular calculations were carried out using DFT calculation. Gaussian09 software
package was used for the calculation of the partial charge, total energies, Raman wavenumbers,
and Raman activity [16]. The basis sets of calculation was used UB3LYP hybrid functional
and 6-311+G(2df,2p).

2. 2. 3. Characterization
GC-MS (JEOL, JMS-Q1050GC) measurement was performed to confirm newly formed
molecules type after SP. In the column (HP-5, Agilent Technologies 19091J-413), He carrier
gas was employed with 1.4 mL/min of flow rate. The temperature of column increased up to
250 °C with an increating rate of 10 °C/min. Also, mass spectrometry was carried out in the
range of 20 to 600 m/z. 2 μL of samples were syringed using pulsed splitless injection mode.
In the OES measurement, an optical fiber (P400-2-UV/Vis, Ocean Optics) connected to a
spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc., USB4000) was used. The mearusement distance from the
optical fiber to the plasma area was fixed at 5 mm. The emission spectra were recorded from
300 to 800 nm of wavelength and its integration time is 0.01 sec and 3 averaged times. In the
case of Raman spectra measurement for pyridine, CARS system (Tokyo Instruments, CO.,
Ltd.) was used as shown in Fig. 2.1. The laser radiation with 355 nm wavelength was generated
by a neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) crystal. The value of repetition
frequency and pulse width of the laser were fixed at 10 Hz and 6 ns, respectively. Nd:YAG
laser goes through two optical parametric oscillator crystals (OPO). In order to control Stokes
radiation, the OPO1 laser was conducted in the range from 500 to 600 nm, and the OPO2 laser
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as pump laser was fixed at 488 nm of wavelength. An intensified charge coupled device (iCCD)
detector (Andor technologies) was carried out with 600 traces/mm of diffraction grating [17].
The CARS signal was scanned from 1010 to 970 cm-1 with 0.5 cm-1 step. The exposure time
and accumulation were 0.5 sec and 10 times, respectively.

Figure 2.1 Experimental set up of CARS system
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2. 3. Results and Discussion
To identify the initial reaction products formed after SP from pyridine, the solutions
processed 1 and 5 sec were analyzed by GC-MS. Fig. 2.2 a) shows the analysis results of the
molecules produced after different durations of the SP. In the GC-MS results, five types of
molecules were dominantly observed (1) 4-cyanopyridine (MW:104), (2) 2-cyanopyridine
(MW:104) (3) 2,2’-bipyridine (MW:156), (4) 2,4-bipyridine (MW:156), and (5) Ophenanthroline (MW:180) respectively. Also, (6) terpyridine (MW:233) was observed after SP
5 sec as given at Fig. 2.2 b).

Figure 2.2 a), b) GC-MS analysis results of the pyridine before and after 1 and 5 sec
((1) 4-cyanopyridine, (2) 2-cyanopyirdine, (3) 2,2’-bipyridine, (4) 2,4’-bipyridine,
(5) o- phenanthroline, (6) terpyridine).

The reaction path for the synthesis of molecules could be explained when the reactants
and products are confirmed. Also, it is considered that the radical reaction is the dominant
reaction pathway in the SP system. In the first step, the radical species are initially formed by
plasma. In the next step, these radicals react with neighboring molecules, as a result, new free
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radicals is formed. Also these new free radicals could make free radicals continuously by same
mechanism. The final step consists in that two free radical species react with each other into a
formation of new kind of molecule. Thus, in this study, the reaction pathway from pyridine to
products by SP is explained by radical reaction. Fig. 2.3 shows the reaction way of the
cyanopyridine molecules. In the case of cyanopyridine molecule, the CN radicals were
generated by dissociation of pyridine molecule due to the plasma in the first step. The radical
species produced from pyridine were observed by in situ OES, as shown in Fig. 2.4 [18, 19].
The emission bands associated with the CN system (transition B2Σ+→X2Σ+) were observed at
the wavelengths in the range of 350 - 420 nm [20, 21]. The emission of diatomic carbon
molecules (C2) corresponding to the Swan bands are the transition from d3Πg to a3Πu in the
range of 430 to 630 nm [21, 22]. The emission at 656 nm is associated to Balmer atomic
hydrogen (Hα) [23]. The CN radical could react with the stable pyridine molecule by radicalnucleophilic aromatic substitution. In this reaction, the CN radical was nucleophile, so it could
attack ortho or para position which is the electropositive (δ+) position in pyridine molecule
[24]. This reaction finished when the new radical formed by CN radical and pyridine molecule
reacted with H radical, and then the stable cyanopyridine molecule is formed.

Figure 2.3 Reaction pathway of pyridine to cyanopyridine in SP.
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Figure 2.4 OES spectrum of SP in pyridine.
Other reaction pathways of bipyridine, terpyridine and phenanthroline molecule are
shown in Fig. 2.5. In this case, the pyridine cation radical might be formed by plasma in the
beginning. In the case of the benzene, almost benzene cation radical should be generated from
at the interface of plasma/liquid phases by electron excitation without fully dissociation. The
radical formation occurs easily when the molecule had π-conjugated bonds [25]. The pyridine
molecule has π-conjugated system same as benzene, so that SP might form the pyridine cation
radical. In the second step, the pyridine cation radical reacts with the pyridine molecule by
CH activation. The pyridine cation radical is electrophile and could react with the πconjugated bonds of pyridine molecule. As a result, a new radical is formed. In the last step,
bipyridine and phenanthroline are formed together with H and C2 radicals, respectively. Also,
when the radical reacts with two pyridine molecules continuously, more large size of new
radical is formed. Finally, terpyridine could be formed after the new large radical had reacted
with H radical. The initial reaction products identified by GC-MS analysis are considered to
be synthesized through these reaction pathways due to SP.
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Figure 2.5 Reaction pathway of pyridine to bipyridine, terpyridine, phenanthroline in SP.
Bipyridine and cyanopyridine isomers could be formed depending on the bond position
relative to the position of the nitrogen atom. To understand the reason why only some isomers
detected by GC-MS were formed, the partial charge of pyridine molecule and the change of
the total energy of cyanopyridine and bipyridine isomers were calculated by DFT calculation.
In the case of the pyridine molecule, ortho and para position of carbon atom were
electropositive (δ+) as shown in Fig. 2.6 a). The 2- and 4- cyanopyridine molecules were
formed because the ortho and para positions could be attacked by the nucleophile as above
mentioned. Also, as shown in Fig 2.6 b) 4-cyanopyridine has lower total energy than 2cyanopyridine as shown in the total energy change diagram from the reactant to cyanopyridine
molecules. The result means that the probability of forming 4-cyanopyridine is higher than
that of 2-cyanopyridine in the reaction pathway. This result is related to the peak of 4cyanopyridine observed with high relative intensity in the GC-MS analysis. Fig. 2.6 c) shows
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the total energy change of bipyridine isomers after reaction between pyridine molecule and
pyridine cation radical. When forming 2,2’-bipyridine molecule, the change of the total energy
is -8.768 eV representing the most stable molecular state compared to another bipyridine
isomers (2,5-bipyridine: 8.502 eV, 4,4’-bipyridine: 8.550 eV, 2,4-bipyridine: 8.626 eV).
Therefore, 2,2’-bipyridine molecule has a high relative intensity peak in the GC-MS.

Figure 2.6 a) Partial charge of the optimized geometry for pyridine and total energy diagram
of radical reaction for forming isomers of b) cyanopyridine and c) bipyridine by DFT
calculation.

Fig 2.7. a) shows the CARS spectra of pyridine before SP and after SP during 1 and 5
sec, respectively, in the range from 1010 to 970 cm-1. In the range, strong band related to pure
pyridine was detected at 990 cm-1 which associated with the ring breathing mode (𝜈1) [26].
The ring breathing mode of occurs owing to a nitrogen atom and two carbon atoms placed in
a triangular position in the molecule structure. The intensity of the band rapidly decreases after
SP from 30000 to 300 due to the transmittance change of pyridine solution into a brown-dark
color, and because the intensity of the CARS signal depends on the laser intensity [27]. After
SP, the appearance of a new band around the pyridine band was observed. To understand the
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new band, the Raman wavenumber and activity of bipyridine and cyanopyridine molecules
were calculated by DFT method. The Raman wavenumber and activity of pyridine, bipyridines,
and cyanopyridines are presented in Table. 2.1. As compare with the experimental result, the
calculated Raman wavenumber of pyridine was adjusted by a scaling factor determined by the
calculation uncertainties [28]. However, the trend of Raman wavenumber value is same for
calculation and experiment. The new Raman band with similar signal intensity as the pure
pyridine band at 990 cm-1 was observed at about 992.5 cm-1 after SP during 5 sec. It was
considered that this band might be related to 2,2’-bipyridine because the Raman wavenumber
was about 3 cm-1 higher than that of pyridine and is the most stable molecular state according
to the calculation results. Also, despite of the small amount of 2,2’ bipyridine, the band
intensity could be same as the band of pyridine because the Raman activity is about 4 times
stronger than that of pyridine.
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Figure 2.7 a) CARS spectra of the ring breathing mode (𝜈1) of pyridine before and after SP
in the range from 1010 to 970 cm-1, b) Raman bands between before and after SP during 5
sec in the range from 995 to 985 cm-1.

Table 2.1 Raman wavenumber and activity of cyanopyridine and bipyridine isomers
calculated by DFT calculation.
Name of molecule
Pyridine
2-cyanopyridine
4-cyanopyridine
2,5- bipyridine
4,4’- bipyridine
2,4- bipyridine
2,2’-bipyridine

Raman wavenumber (cm-1)
1011.44
1009.12
1009.26
1008.88
1012.23
1013.93
1014.35
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Raman activity
30.4930
34.9358
35.5665
92.3737
62.2108
103.9381
127.9043
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The hetero-carbon materials can be utilized in the field of catalyst and FETs due to their
electrical properties. The position and concentration of hetero-atom in the structure are very
important because these factors influence to the electrical properties of hetero-carbon
nanomaterials [29]. Therefore, it is necessary to understand how to polymerize hetero-organic
monomers through SP and how to decide the hetero-atom position by atomic partial charge.

2. 4. Summary
In this study, pyridine was investigated after solution plasma for understanding the initial
reactions for the synthesis of hetero-carbon nanomaterial. After few seconds of solution
plasma process, cyanopyridine, bipyridine, terpyridine, and phenanthroline molecules were
produced from pyridine molecules. In the first step, various kinds of radical species such as
CN, C2, H, and pyridine cation radical were formed in plasma gas phase. In the following step,
the CN and the pyridine cation radicals dominantly reacted with the surrounded pyridine
molecules by the radical-nucleophilic aromatic substitution and CH activation, respectively.
Finally, these reactions produced H and C2 radicals. It can be concluded that from pyridine
large molecules can be formed by radical reaction during solution plasma. Among them, 2,2'bipyridine was confirmed to have the highest probability of synthesizing by density functional
theory calculation. Also, a comparison of the calculated Raman wavenumber of the reaction
products and the experimental spectra of coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy after
solution plasma revealed that the new observed band can be associated with 2,2'-bipyridine.
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3. 1. Introduction
A non-thermal discharge in the gas generating from liquid evaporation is called solution
plasma (SP). The liquid can be water, water solutions, or several organic solvents [1-3]. In the
experiments, types of solutions, materials and geometries of electrodes, reactor configurations,
and power supplies decides different characteristics of plasma with the final properties of the
synthesized solid material. In previous research, two main types of plasma in aqueous and
organic solutions have been studied.
In general, plasma in water has been investigated since 1899 for astronomical purposes
related to the interpretation of the emission spectra of stars [4]. In 1952, an exciting experiment,
i.e., the action of electrical discharge on a combination of methane, ammonia, water, and
hydrogen showed a significant yield of amino, hydroxyl, and aliphatic acids [5]. Recently this
experiment was resumed to demonstrate the abiotic synthesis of amino acids and focus on
illustrating the origin and evolution of life on Earth [6].
Various type approaches of the SP process in both aqueous and organic solutions have
been intensively considered for water purification and sterilization [3,7] polymerization [8],
surface modification [9], and nanoparticles synthesis [10-12]. Recently, in our laboratory, a
simple and environment friendly SP method was utilized to synthesize nanoparticles and
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nanostructures with controlled size, content, and crystallinity [13-16]. The prepared
nanocomposite materials with a defined utility such as the absorption of toxic substances or
high electrical conductivity [17, 18]. Synthesis of nano carbon and hetero nano carbon
materials from hetero-arenes for using catalytic effect as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
was conducted as a challenge of SP process [19, 20].
SP is composed of the plasma gas phase, the surrounding liquid, the electrodes, and the
corresponding interfaces gas/liquid, gas/electrode, and liquid/electrode. In the plasma gas
phase, the molecules are excited, ionized, and dissociated. In the organic solutions,
polymerization of monomers and formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon occurred by
the reactions of decomposition and recombination [8,19,20]. Also, the permanent exchanges
of radicals, ions, and molecules are generated between the plasma gas and liquid phases.
Sometimes the synthesized solid material is deposited at the electrodes changing the SP
electrical characteristics during the process. The electrode erosion modifies not only plasma
during the operation but also the physical and chemical characteristics of the synthesized
material [15, 21].
For the effective utilizing solution plasma for material synthesis, a deep understanding of
the mechanism on synthesis procedure by solution plasma is necessary and a quantitative
diagnostic analysis of both phases (plasma, liquid) could help to understand of the SP process.
In the previous studies, electrical measurements to check waveform and optical emission
spectroscopy for identifying radicals from the plasma were conducted in the aqueous solution
[7,22,23]. For the organic solutions, the liquid and gas chromatography was additionally
utilized to confirm the chemical compounds formed after the SP in the liquid phase [6,8,24,25].
However, previous methods as emission spectroscopy and liquid chromatography were
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provided only qualitative information. For instance, for water sterilization systems using SP,
the hydroxyl radical efficiently killed the bacteria. Therefore, number density of OH radical
dependence on water pH and electrical characteristics should be known [7]. That is why the
broadband absorption spectroscopy (BAS) method was developed and applied to plasma in
aqueous solutions as a quantitative analysis of the OH radical [26].
Recently, a considerable attention have been paid for the effective fabrication of heterocarbon nanomaterials to apply catalysts or electrodes in batteries [19, 20, 27]. By SP method,
carbon material was generated from the plasma in the liquid. Therefore, a quantitative
measurement of the number density of molecules and radicals in the plasma is required,
analysis of liquid was also needed. Therefore, the atoms, molecules, and radicals from the SP
were confirmed using different spectroscopic techniques, as classical optical emission, gaschromatography mass spectroscopy (GC-MS), BAS in UV-visible spectral region, and
electron spin resonance (ESR). The BAS diagnostics method provides a quantitative
measurement of the number densities of carbon and cyano radicals on the ground state and
hydrogen molecules on an excited state. Furthermore, the chemical composition of the liquid
was in-situ measured by absorption spectroscopy. Tens micromoles of arenes and heteroarenes
in the liquid phase were confirmed and the chemical reactions for the formation of these
compounds were explained. Since the properties of the aromatic molecule is quite important
factors in SP process, comparisons among benzene, pyridine, and aniline have been carried
out. In SP in benzene, the phenyl radical which is essential in new chemical compounds
formation was detected by ESR. The atomic composition of the final carbon solid phase,
separately analyzed, was associated with the plasma gas composition. The paper explains the
highest production rate of solid carbon material obtained in the case of SP in benzene, which
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contains the largest number density of carbon molecules compared to pyridine and aniline.
Furthermore, it is shown that the thermodynamic properties of benzene are favorable for
obtaining a high molecular carbon density, in contrast with pyridine and aniline.

3.2 Experiment and methods
3.2.1 Experimental procedure
The experimental setup of SP and diagnosis is presented in Fig. 1. The reactor as a quartz
beaker with two lateral holes with silicon stoppers were used to fix the metal electrodes. The
electrodes are made from 1 mm diameter nickel wire (99.9% purity, Nilaco) covered with
insulating ceramic tubes except for a small tip (~1 mm) where the discharge occurs. The
distance of the nickel electrodes gap was fixed at 1 ± 0.1 mm. A volume of 30 ml of benzene,
pyridine, or aniline (purchased from Kanto Chemicals) was processed by SP during ten
minutes. To apply the energy into solution, a bipolar pulsed power supply (MPP-HV04, Kurita)
was employed. During the discharge, the voltage was kept about 1.3 kV with 20 kHz of
repetition and 1.0 μs of pulse width. A high-voltage probe (P6015A, Tektronix) and a current
probe (PR30, LEM) on an oscilloscope (TDS 2014C, Tektronix) were used to record the
waveform of voltage and current, respectively.
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Figure 3.1. The SP experimental set-up and the schematic arrangement of BAS-gas.

Light from the broadband source (Deuterium Halogen Lamp) passes through the solution
and plasma gas, reflects in the mirror, and goes back into the fiber to the spectrograph. The
voltage and the current probes monitor the SP electrical characteristics. (a) Construction of
the optical absorption probe for the BAS-sol method. The quartz tube surrounding the fiber
ended with a window coupled with a stainless steel mirror spaced apart at 5 mm from the
window. In this space, the solution penetrates and is analyzed.
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The BAS method was used in the UV-vis spectral range, to measure the number density of
kinds of molecules and radicals in the plasma gas. Also, chemical compounds formed during
the SP into the liquid was confirmed. These methods were named BAS-gas and BAS-sol,
respectively. A bifurcated optical fiber (Thorlabs, Inc.), optical components (lens and mirrors),
a broadband light source (AvaLight DHS, Avantes, Inc.), and a spectrograph (USB Ocean
Optics, Inc.) were employed.
In the case of BAS-gas, the light from the broadband source coupled with the bifurcated
optical fiber passes through the solution and plasma gas, is reflected on the bottom mirror, and
returns into the optical fiber coupled with the spectrograph. The bifurcated optical fiber was
introduced into a silica tube with a sealed window to avoid contamination of fiber. In the case
of BAS-sol, a particular optical probe was assembled. The fused silica tube surrounding the
fiber ended with a window coupled with stainless steel (SUS) mirror spaced apart at 5 mm
from the window. In the space between the window and the SUS mirror, the solution is
analyzed. For the BAS-sol method, the spectrograph was set in absorption mode measurement.
In both experiments, a 5 m length optical fiber which couples SP with the spectrograph was
used, to diminish as much as possible the electrical noise from SP and power supply during
acquisition.
Ex-situ measurements by GC-MS (JEOL, JMS-Q1050GC) offered the information of the
chemical compounds obtained by BAS-sol. The liquid samples were collected from the
solution as close as possible to the discharge position. The GC-MS conditions were followed
that of our previous measurements [25].
The phenyl radical which is causing chemical reactions in benzene during SP was
confirmed by ex-situ ESR spectroscopy (JEOL, JES-FA200). N-tert-Butyl-alpha-
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phenylnitrone (PBN) is employed as a spin trap chemical agent to check the radicals used in
10 wt%. During SP, liquid samples were collected, mixed with PBN, and analyzed by ESR.
The ESR measuring parameters were as followed, 336 mT of the magnetic field, 10 mT of
sweep, 0.35 mT of modulation, 0.1 s of the time constant, and microwave power was
controlled up to 10 mW.
The solid carbon materials were prepared after filtration and dried in oven at a temperature
over 10°C than the boiling point of the organic solvents. The atomic composition of the solid
material obtained after SP was determined by PerkinElmer 2400 II CHNS/O elemental
analyzer, at 980°C. The solid carbon material was used for establishing the production rate.

3.2.2 Data evaluation
The optical absorption path length (l) in BAS-gas measurements was estimated to be
0.1±0.05 cm. This value is a very rough approximation due to plasma instabilities, and
therefore the discharge size was difficult to be known with high accuracy. In BAS-sol
measurements, the path length was set to 1 cm, the distance between the window and SUS
mirror multiplied by two. From BAS-sol, the molar concentration (c) of the newly formed
chemical compounds from the solution was calculated using the Beer-Lambert law of
absorption (A), c=A/εl, where ε is the molar extinction coefficient known from the database
[28]. The reference was the spectrum of the broadband light source passing through the
solution, without plasma.
In the case of BAS-gas measurements, the concentration of radicals and molecules from
plasma gas was obtained by the integrated absorption over the band knowing the transition
oscillator strength as [29]
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, where λ0 is the average wavelength of absorption band in nm, the oscillator strength of the
transition is given fv’v’’, n is number density of species in cm-3 (=cNA, with NA is Avogadro
number), I0 and I(λ) are the light intensity before and after passing the sample, respectively.
The symbols v’ and v’’ mean the vibrational quantum numbers. The absorption length l is
expressed in cm. The absorbance spectrum was calculated considering subtraction of plasma
emission as [29]

log

𝐼

𝐼
𝐼

𝐴

where IS+SP means SP and broadband source emission, ISP is only SP emission when the
shutter of the broadband source is off and Is is the emission from the broadband source. The
integration time was set at 100 ms, which corresponds to an average spectrum over 2000
positive pulses. The measurements were repeated at least ten times, a new solution was
employed in every time. The excitation temperature (Texc) was calculated from the intensity
ratio of the hydrogen emission lines (486.1, 656.3 nm) with the emission intensities after the
continuum background radiation subtraction.
In the case of electron density which is a significant parameter of SP calculated using the
line broadening of the Hβ line (486.1 nm). However, in this experiment, Hα line at 656.4 nm
was considered due to the overlap of the molecular emission bands with Hβ line. The electron
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density (ne in cm-3) calculation was conducted after the deconvolution of the spectral line
considering effects of different broadening using the equation [30, 31]

FWHM

𝑛
10

1.647

.

Full width at half maximum of spectral line is given FWHM, expressed in nm. The total input
energy per one pulse was calculated from the integration of the oscilloscope waveforms of the
voltage and current over the pulse duration.

3. 3. Results and discussion
3. 3. 1. Electrical breakdown and quantitative spectrochemical analysis of SP gas phase
In this section, the SP electrical breakdown in benzene, pyridine, and aniline and the number
density of carbon and cyano radicals and hydrogen molecule in the plasma phase were
discussed. The analyzed results for the breakdown voltage at 20 kHz and 1 μs (Vb), total input
energy per pulse (W), electron density (ne), excitation temperature (Text), and production rate
(P) and production efficiency (Peff) were presented.
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Table 3.1. Breakdown voltage at 20 kHz and 1 μs (Vb), total input energy per pulse (W),
electron density (ne), excitation temperature (Text), production rate (P) and production
efficiency (Peff).

Parameter

Benzene

Pyridine

Aniline

Vb [V]

5000±100

4000±100

4300±100

W [mJ]

0.77±0.01

0.69±0.01

0.68±0.01

ne [cm-3]

(8.8±1)x1016

(8.8±1)x1016

(8.8±1)x1016

Texc [eV]

0.65±0.08

0.63±0.08

0.41±0.08

P [mg/min]

14.4±0.1

6.0±0.1

7.7±0.1

Peff [J/mg]

63±1

143±1

111±1

The electrical waveforms (current and voltage) corresponding to the positive pulse in the
SP of benzene, pyridine, and aniline are presented in Figure 3.2. In the aspect of scientific and
practical reasons, the electrical breakdown in liquid aromatic solvents is still a provocative
subject. In a gas discharge, the electron avalanche model inside plasma is well-known on the
physical mechanism. When the high voltage applied in the liquid phase, the high density of
electrons to be accelerated and dissociation, excitation, and ionization occur except for an
applied electric field several orders of magnitude higher than that in atmospheric plasma [3,
32]. Thus, it is required to explain a process of breakdown takes place and how plasma occur
in liquids. It could be explained that a phase change by joule heating, i.e., the liquid locally
turns into a gas, even in a tiny amount, and then electron avalanches occurred in the gas phase.
Thus, thermodynamic and electrical properties of liquid and gas are important points to reveal,
furthermore, plasma in solutions can be related to gas discharge physics theory.
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The thermodynamic and electrical properties of benzene, pyridine, and aniline are given in
Table 3.2 [33]. The boiling point, the specific heat capacity of the liquid and gas at constant
pressure and the enthalpy of vaporization show that the energy consumed for gas production
from the liquid state has the lowest value for benzene as compared with pyridine and aniline.
For example, in order to vaporize for 1 μl solution of benzene, pyridine, and aniline from room
temperature, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 J are required, respectively. Consequently, the amount of the
vaporized benzene is higher than that of pyridine and aniline with assuming that the energy
for plasma processes is the same, at the same plasma input energy.
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Table 3.2. Thermodynamic and electrical properties of benzene, pyridine, and aniline
Property / Molecule

Benzene

Pyridine

Aniline

Chemical formula

C6H6

C5NH5

C6H5NH2

Ionization energy [eV]

9.24

9.26

7.72

213.1

213.5

178.0

112.9

105.0

80.0

4.90

4.55

3.47

0

2.2

1.53

[kcal/mol]
Minimum bond dissociation energy
[kcal/mol]
[eV]
Dipole moment [D]
Dielectric strength [MV/m]

163
-24

Molecular polarizability [10

3

cm ]

17.5

10.24

9.47

11.49

80.1

115.2

184

135.69

193.4

194.0

83.02

157.8

148.7

Enthalpy of vaporization [kJ/mol]

30.72

40.21

51.0

Enthalpy of gas formation [kJ/mol]

82.9

140.2

87.0

2.28

13.26

7.06

1.0036

1.0011

1.0012

Thermal conductivity [W/mK]

0.167

0.150

0.172

Density of liquid [g/mL]

0.876

0.9819

1.0217

Boiling point [°C]
Specific heat of liquid at constant
pressure [J/mol K]
Specific heat capacity of gas at
constant pressure at 300 K [J/mol K]

Relative permittivity (dielectric
constant) of liquid r
Relative permittivity (dielectric
constant) of gas rg
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During one minute SP can provide 924, 828, and 816 J energy in the case of benzene,
pyridine, and aniline. In this case, a small amount of the input energy is consumed for
vaporization, the rest of the energy being used by processes inside the plasma. The
experimental results showed that the total input energy in SP was slightly higher for benzene
and approximately equal for pyridine and aniline (Table 3.1).
After breakdown, the current increases, plasma resistance decreases, and voltage
decreases. During SP operation the current will be stabilized by the internal impedance of the
power supply. The SP generation in aniline and pyridine occurs at a lower breakdown voltage
than in benzene. For aniline, the high molecular polarizability and the low ionization potential
which determine the facile molecule polarization and electrical breakdown are 11.49×10-24
cm3 and 7.72 eV, respectively. The molecular polarizabilities of benzene and pyridine of
10.24×10-24 cm3 and 9.47 ×10-24 cm3, respectively, and the ionization energy at 9.24 and 9.26
eV, respectively, indicate that the difference in the breakdown voltage between benzene and
pyridine is due to the discrepancy in the dipole moment.
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Figure 3.2. Voltage and current waveforms of the positive pulse during discharge in (a)
benzene, (b) pyridine, and (c) aniline.
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In this section, the quantitative spectroscopic analysis results of gas plasma will be
discussed. The results of emission and absorption spectra from SP are presented at Figure 3.3,
and the identification of the atoms, molecules, and radicals in the plasma is shown in Table
3.3. The number density of the CN and C2 radicals in the ground state and H2 molecules in an
excited electronic state in the plasma gas phase was obtained from the absorption spectra. The
number density of CN and C2 radicals and H2 molecule with the transition oscillator strength
are given in Table 3.4. The errors of the number density measurements are large values due to
the high instabilities of plasma which decide the evaluation of the absorption path length
within 50 % accuracy.

Figure 3.3. (a) Emission and (b) absorption spectra obtained by BAS-gas. In the
emission spectra, the dotted red line represents the background radiation. From the
absorbance spectra, the number density of C2 and CN radicals on the ground state, and H2
molecule on the electronically excited state was determined.
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Table 3.3. Transitions of atoms, molecules, and radicals in the emission spectra.

Transition band

Wavelength in
nm
v’-v’’

Swan system

516.5 0-0
471.5 2-1
547.0 4-5
558.0 1-2

Swan system under high
pressure
Deslandres d’Azambuja
system
C3 molecule
Violet system
Phenyl radical
Schuler’s T spectrum
Diacetylene ion

589.9 6-8
385.2 0-0
360.7 1-0
358.7 3-2
405.0
388.3 0-0
415.2 5-6
504.8

Transition
(upper level –
lower level)
𝑑 Π

𝑎 Π

Atom, Molecule or
Radical

SP

C2

Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline

𝑑 Π

𝑎 Π

C2

𝑐 Π

𝑏 Π

C2

1Π

1Σ

C3

𝑋 Σ

CN

𝐵 Σ

C6H5

506.7

C4H2+

Benzyl radical system

447.0

C7H7

Benzene cation

545.3 0-0

C6H6+

Carbon molecule anion

541.6

Fulcher Hydrogen
molecule

600 -630

Balmer series

434.0
486.1
656.3

Carbon

711.5
833.5

Σ

𝑑 Π

Σ

C2-

𝑎 Σ

H2

n = 5-2
n = 4-2
n = 3-2
5 𝑃
3 𝑆

3 𝐷
3 𝑃
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H
H
C

Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Benzene
Benzene
Benzene
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
Benzene
Pyridine
Aniline
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Table 3.4. Number density (in cm-3) of C2 and CN radicals and H2 molecules in the
plasma gas phase measured by BAS-gas.

Radical

Oscillator

Benzene

Pyridine

Aniline

0.027

(2.2±1.3)×1016

(6.8±4.1)×1015

(1.5±0.9)×1015

0.027

-

(1.1±0.7)×1016

(3.4±2.0)×1014

0.14

(1.6±1.0)×1014

(5.4±3.2)×1013

(1.6±1.0)×1013

strength

CꞏCꞏ on the
ground state
𝑎 Π
CꞏN on the
ground state
𝑋 Σ
H2 on the excited
state 𝑎 Σ

Therefore, the large amount of the evaporated benzene determines the high number
density of C2 in the plasma phase compared to that of pyridine and aniline. Moreover, the
slightly higher excitation temperature in SP in benzene cause the smaller fragment formation
by a dissociation and an increasing number density of radicals and molecules, consequently.
The relative amount of C2 to benzene, pyridine, and aniline molecules was estimated to be
8×10-4, 3×10-4, and 6×10-5, respectively, as considering Loschmidt constant.
During the SP process in pyridine and aniline, the CN radical number density was
detected to be 1.1×1016 and 3.4×1014 cm-3, respectively (Table 3.4). The high enthalpy of
vaporization and elevated boiling temperature of aniline lead to higher energy to vaporize and
then operate the SP as compared with pyridine. At last, in the SP in aniline, it is confirmed
that the number density of CN and C2 radicals in plasma gas is lower than pyridine.
In all the UV-vis emission spectra, a broadband background radiation was observed due
to clusters and nanoparticles of carbon material [45]. The absence of the emissions from CH,
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NH radicals, and N2 molecule in the plasma gas of pyridine and aniline informs that the
dissociation of molecules occurs by breaking the bond between carbon and hydrogen or
nitrogen. The hydrogen molecule observed in the spectra and its density and an excited state
from ground state are 2 to 16×1013 cm-3 and 12 eV, repectively, confirming the hydrogen
dissociation from the molecules [43]. In the case of benzene, the bond dissociation energy of
the first hydrogen is 4.9 eV and second dissociation energy is ranging from 3.38 to 4.72 eV
relying on the hydrogen position. Therefore, phenyl radical can be produced easily in the
plasma gas phase in benzene and it was observed in the emission spectrum. The minimum
dissociation bond energy of a hydrogen atom of pyridine is 4.55 eV and aniline needs only
3.47 eV to separate a hydrogen atom from the amino group [46-48]. In the case of a nonthermal plasma as SP, the tail of the electron energy probability function incorporates electrons
with energies of about 10 eV, which can lead the ionization and dissociation of these aromatic
molecules [49]. Furthermore, the electron density was found to be the same, within the limits
of experimental errors, using the evaluation from the hydrogen line broadening in all plasmas.
Thus, the increasement on number density of C2 and CN radicals from plasma in benzene and
pyridine can be strongly explained by the profitable thermodynamic parameters of these
aromatic molecules compared to aniline. In addition, the nickel emission lines were not
detected in all the UV-vis spectra, indicating that electrode sputtering is insignificant in the SP
process.
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3. 3. 2. In-situ quantitative spectrochemical analysis of SP liquid phase
The reactions for the formation of low molecular weight chemical compounds in the
solution in-situ BAS-sol results, and ESR detection result of the phenyl radical are explained.
In-situ BAS-sol results shows the molar concentration of the newly formed compounds into
the solution in different times. The transmission of the solution rapidly decreased, making
impossible the absorbance measurement in range around 200 to 800 nm due to the solid carbon
material obtained after 10 minutes of SP process. Figure 3.4 presents in-situ BAS-sol results
of the quantitative analysis in (a) benzene, (b) pyridine, and (c) aniline. The maximum molar
concentration of molecules was obtained from the absorbance considering ε [28].
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Figure 3.4. In-situ BAS-sol results in (a) benzene, (b) pyridine, and (c) aniline.
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New low molecular weight chemical compounds were detected in the solution during SP
process and the molar concentration was determined using the absorbance value.
The molar concentration of newly formed molecules in the solution is in the range of from
9 to 900 μM. The results of GC-MS analysis confirmed the small weight molecules obtained
by in-situ BAS-sol. In the case of benzene and pyridine, the BAS-sol results of absorbance
were matched with our previous GC-MS measurements [25, 50].
The reaction of the phenyl radical formed by SP with benzene conducts to a formation of
biphenyl, which has been confirmed by GC-MS result. Biphenylene and fluorene could be
formed from biphenyl or directly from benzene molecule and phenyl radical [51]. In SP in
benzene, the presence of the phenyl radical was confirmed by emission spectroscopy in
plasma gas phase and ESR measurement of liquid phases, respectively. Figure 3.5 presents
that the reaction of PBN and a phenyl radical is shown together with the ESR signal of the
resulted radical [52]. The list of reactions for the formation of small weight molecules in
solutions are given in Table 3.5. The chemical reactions show that carbon atom and molecule
radicals contribute to the formation of fluorine and o-phenanthroline, demonstrating the role
of gas plasma in chemical synthesis.
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Table 3.5. The reactions for the formation of small weight molecules into the solution
derived from in-situ BAS-sol results (Figure 3.4).
Chemical formula

C6H6+C6H5ꞏ+Cꞏ
C6H6+C6H5ꞏ
C5H5N+C5H5N
C5H5N+C5H5N+C2ꞏ
C6H5NH2+C6H5NH2

C12H8N2
2H2

Azobenzene
C12H10N2

C12H8N2
3H2

Phenazine
C12H8N2

C10H8N2
2Hꞏ

o-phenanthroline
C12H8N2

C12H8
2Hꞏ

2,2’-Bipyridine
C10H8N2

C13H10
3Hꞏ

Biphenylene
C12H8

[μM]

Hꞏ

Fluorene
C13H10

Molar concentration

Reaction

C6H5NH2+C6H5NH2

C12H10N2

65±4
98±3
9.0±0.7
60±6
14±3
37±3

Figure 3.5. The ESR signal of the PBN-phenyl radical. The reaction of PBN with phenyl
radical is included.
3. 3. 3. The atomic composition of the solid phase
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The production rate of solid carbon material from solution plasma in benzene is twice faster
as compared with pyridine and aniline. The density of C2 in the plasma gas can determine the
production rate (Table 3.1). The large production rate of solid carbon material from benzene
by SP as compared with other hydrocarbons was also reported [25]. The atomic composition
of the solid carbon material prepared from benzene, pyridine, and aniline in SP is given in
Figure 3.6. The “H/C before and N/C before” refer to the atomic composition ratio of the
liquid aromatic compounds, before plasma processing.
The results of atomic composition shows that hydrogen ratio in the carbon material rapidly
decreased; the decrease of nitrogen is almost half as compared to that of hydrogen for pyridine
and aniline. The high concentration of remained hydrogen in the solid carbon material
generally means that the carbon structure is an amorphous structure with low electrical
conductivity due to a preponderant sp3 carbon structure [20, 25]. The graphene-like sheet
structure also synthesized by using SP in aromatic molecules, but amount were quite small
[27].
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Figure 3.6. Atomic composition analysis of the solid carbon material synthesized from
benzene, pyridine, and aniline in SP.
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3.4 Summary
The presented analysis methods are simple and provide physical and chemical information
on the plasma gas and solution phases. The SP electrical breakdown and operation considering
the thermodynamic and electrical characteristics of the aromatic molecules were explained. A
quantitative analysis of the radicals and molecules has been performed in the plasma during
the discharge and after discharge. The newly formed chemical compounds by SP were
confirmed by GC-MS method and their concentration were tens micromoles. The phenyl
radical is one of the main initiators for forming a new molecules during SP in benzene and it
was confirmed by ESR measurement.
The SP showed the potential for nanocarbon synthesis method as graphene and nitrogendoped-graphene starting from arenes and heteroarenes. However, considerable attention
should be still needed to mend the crystallinity and electrical conductivity of nano carbon
through a better hydrogen release during the SP process. Therefore, diagnostics of SP process
are required and the quantitative measurements of the radicals and the chemical compounds
generated into the solution might facilitate the strategy to material design for prefer purposes
[8,19,20,25,27].
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Chapter. 4
Rapid Synthesis of Highly N-doped Carbon Dots through
Solution Plasma and their Molecular Detection Properties
4. 1. Introduction
The fluorescence-based detectors have become much popular owing to their high
sensitivity, portability, and easy operation as compared with the other methods such as gas
chromatography [1], surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [2], and surface plasmon
resonance [3]. Among the various kinds of toxic molecules, the trinitrophenol (TNP), a
representative powerful explosive molecule, is worth to be detected. Because the TNP is a
toxic substance that can cause irritation of skin and eye, also make a damage to liver and
kidney. Although, it is still popularly used in chemical, agricultural, and medical fields [4,5].
More seriously, the significant pollution of soil and aquatic system occur due to high water
solubility [6]. Therefore, it is worth to develop an ultra-sensitive TNP detector.
Recently, carbon dots (CDs) in the range of a few nanometers of carbon particles are
emerging as a new research field for carbon nanomaterials due to their fluorescence property
by quantum confinement effect [7-9]. Thus, the CDs have potential in the fluorescence-based
detectors applications. Moreover, their excellent biocompatibility makes them strongly benefit
in applying to most application fields without a concerning of toxicity [10,11]. However, the
low quantum yield (about 10%) attributed to energy conversion efficiency and an absence of
functional groups of pristine carbon dots are critical problems to be solved. Nowadays, the
studies of carbon dots have been focused on using the heteroatoms such as nitrogen, sulfur,
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and phosphors to enhance their performance [12-14]. The addition of heteroatoms in carbon
dots causes specific changes in the electron energy level due to their lone pair of electrons and
can be expected additional effects by the functional groups. In order to synthesis, new
synthesis methods should be considered. Because hydrothermal and pyrolysis methods, which
are represented as a conventional method, take a too long time for synthesis and modification.
The solution plasma is an alternative method to solve these problems. During the SP, plenty
of reactive species such as a radical, electron, and ion are generated from organic and inorganic
substance and it leads to rapid reaction for synthesis material [15]. Through the SP, the
pyridine monomers converted to the pyridine oligomer, and the functionalization of nitrile
group occurred in only a few seconds [16]. The previous study provides a clue to solve the
reason of rapid synthesis rate of the nitrogen-doped carbon dots (NCDs) with rich functional
groups. In this study, the NCDs with high N concentration and abundant amino-functional
groups were designed to detect the TNP effectively. The increasing of amino-functional
groups was expected to enhance the fluorescence detecting performance based on photoinduced electron transfer (PET). Because, the amino-functional group is one of the strongest
electron donor groups among the functional groups, so the amino-functional groups could help
to transfer of excited electrons in the NCDs. The NCDs synthesized from the pyridine and
water mixture for 10 min by SP. The synthesized NCDs were evaluated as a molecular detector
for the TNP by fluorescence quenching efficiency, and the effect of the amino-functional
group on the sensitivity of the NCDs was confirmed. To reveal the selectivity for the TNP, the
quenching efficiencies of NCDs were measured with the other nitro group molecules.
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4.2. Experimental procedure
4.2.1 Materials
Pyridine, distilled water, 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP), nitro-benzene (NB), nitronaphtalene
(NN), nitroanthracene (NA), nitrofluorene (NF) were purchased from Kanto chemicals.
4.2.2 Synthesis of NCDs
The pyridine (70 mL) with water (30 mL) solution was used to synthesize the NCDs. The
mixtures were mixed by a magnetic stirrer for 30 min. After that, the solution plasma was
generated in each solution for 10 min. A bipolar pulse power supply (Kurita) used to discharge
between the tungsten electrodes (Nilaco) which is covered by ceramic tubes to protect of loss
of current. The gap distance between the metal electrodes in the SP reactor was fixed at 0.5
mm. During the discharge, the voltage and current were 2 kV and 1A, respectively and the
pulse width and pulse repetition frequency were controlled at 1.0 μs and 50 kHz.
4.2.3 Characteristics
To reveal the size and distribution of NCDS, transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
JEM-2500SE, JEOL) was employed. In the case of information on the composition of NCDs,
the elemental analysis (CHNS/O2400-2, PerkinElmer) was performed to obtain ratio of C, H,
O, N. The X-ray diffractometer (XRD, SmartLab, Rigaku) and Raman spectroscopy (Invia
Raman microscope, Renishaw) are used for confirm the diffraction patterns and molecular
vibration information. The absorption of NCDs in water was performed using UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu). The functional groups on the surface of NCDS
were confirmed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, Nicolet 8700, Thermo
Fisher). The fluorescence spectra of NCDs were measured using a spectrofluorometer (FP6600, JASCO).
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4.2.4 Quantum yield
The quantum yield of CDs which is related to energy efficiency was obtained by the
following equation
Ia Ast ηa
Qa =Qst
Ist Aa ηst

2

Where the st means to a standard molecule of quantum yield, in this study, Rhodamine
B, Qst is the quantum yield of Rhodamine B (0.31). In the case of refractive index, since using
water both, the value of ηa and ηst are same as 1.333 in this study. Ia and Ist mean the
fluorescence peak integrated area of the NCDs and Rhodamin B, respectively, A and Ast
represent the corresponding absorbance value of the NCDs and Rhodamin B.
4.2.5 Procedure for detection of nitro group molecules
Various concentrations of the TNP (0, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, and 500 μM) were added into the
NCDs solution to confirm the sensitivity. The experiment for selectivity was performed with
the 100 μM of NB, NN, NA, and NF in the NCDs solution. The change of fluorescence of
NCDs solutions was revealed with 340 mm of excitation wavelength at room temperature.
The quenching constant value (Ksv) as the slope (S) of the calibration plot calculated from the
Stern-Volmer plots. The limit of detection (LOD, 3σ/S) was obtained where σ is the standard
deviation of the blank signal.
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4.3. Result & discussion
The shape and size of the NCDs were observed by TEM as shown in figure 4.1(a). The
NCDs show the monodispersed spherical shape with 6 nm of average size (the corresponding
particle size distribution is shown at fig.4.1(b)). Furthermore, the HRTEM image clearly
presented 0.23 nm of lattice spacing of the NCDs. The atomic composition of the NCDs was
measured by the atomic analyzer and presented at the table. 4.1. The NCDs synthesized
through solution plasma were consisted of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. The
oxygen composition is due to the water in the precursor solution. When the plasma discharge
in water, reactive species was generated such as OH, O radicals detected at 309 and 777 nm,
respectively [17]. The radicals lead to a presence of oxygen composition during the synthesis
of the NCDs by the SP.

Figure 4.1. a) TEM image of NCDs and the inset show the HRTEM image and b) the
corresponding particle size distribution.
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Table 4.1. The atomic composition of the NCDs.
Sample

C [at.%]

H [at.%]

N [at.%]

O [at.%]

NCDs

54.89

28.66

12.43

4.03

The figure 4.2 (a) shows a XRD pattern of carbon dots. The broaden peak appeared at
approximately 24° associated with C (002) and a small peak around 43° was indexed C (111).
The result of XRD indicated that the NCDs consisted of intermediate a turbostratic structure
contained graphite and amorphous structure together. Broad and low angle shift. The
heteroatoms in the carbon structure lead to extend the distance between the layers. Thus, it
caused a shift forward to a low angle. The result of Raman spectrum presented in figure 4.2
(b) shows that the D (1330 cm-1) and G band (1550cm-1) were observed. In detail, a defect of
structure, disorder, and edge of carbon structure generate D band while the G band
corresponds to the E2g vibration in the plane of sp2 carbon structure, as suggesting of
graphitization degree [18]. Thus, the intensity ratio of two bands is commonly used for the
amorphous degree of carbon material. The ID/IG ratio of NCDs (0.99) indicated that the heteroatom in the carbon framework cause a degree of amorphous structure. For observation of
functional groups on the NCDs surface, Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was
carried out and shown in the figure 4.2 (c). The broad absorption band related to OH and NH
stretching was observed from 3680 to 3150 cm-1 [19, 20]. The existence of such bands
contributes to making water-soluble NCDs. The band associated with sp2 CH stretching was
shown in 3072 cm-1 and sp3 CH stretching of peaks were observed at 2919, and 2850 cm-1
[21]. The nitrile (C≡N) functional group also is clearly detected at 2200 cm-1. The nitrilefunctional group was formed by reaction with cyano radicals from the dissociation of the
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pyridine molecule in plasma [16]. The band of vibration of stretching of aromatic C=C is
confirmed at 1647 and 1504 cm-1. The C-O and C=O band [22] were observed s from 1400 to
1200 cm-1. It is considered that these functional groups related to oxygen were formed by OH
from the plasma in water as mentioned before. The surface oxidation is significantly important
for improving the quantum yield of the NCDs. The relationship between surface oxidation and
quantum yield is described in detail in the part of fluorescence. The band related to the aminofunctional group appeared in the range of 700-800 cm-1 [23]. It is reported that nitrile group
molecule were formed in the pyridine due to dissociation by the SP. When the SP was
generated in the pyridine and water mixture, the high concentration of hydrogen radicals from
water molecules could lead to the conversion of nitrile-functional groups to amino-functional
groups. The UV-VIS absorbance spectrum of the synthesized NCDs in the aqueous solution
are presented in Fig. 4.2 (d). The typical absorption spectrum of colloidal the CDs solutions
was shown π-π* transition band and another band indicating n-π* transition when the carbon
dots contain heteroatoms [24]. All of the samples show the absorption peak of the π-π*
transition at 250 nm. The broad shoulder bands centered at 330 nm related to n-π* transition
bands were observed definitely.
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Figure 4.2. a) XRD pattern in the range of 20 to 80 degree, b) D and G band of NCDs in the
Raman spectrum, c) Functional groups of NCDs in FT-IR spectrum and d) UV-vis
absorption spectrum of NCDs dispersed in the water.
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An overview of the chemical composition of the NCDs was obtained by XPS as Fig.4.3 a).
In the wide range measurement, three peaks associated with C1s (284.5 eV), N1s (399.5 eV),
and O1s (532.5 eV) were observed in this spectrum. To confirm the nitrogen configuration, a
high-resolution scan of N1s was conducted as shown in figure.4.3 b). The spectra were
deconvoluted into four peaks, pyridinic-N (399.0 ± 0.5eV), pyrrolic-N (400.0 ± 0.5eV),
cationic-N (401.0 ± 0.5eV) and pyridinic-N oxide (402.5 eV). A representative scheme of N
configuration was shown in figure.4.3 c). The N1s peak was contributed by NP (42.2%), NPr
(22.3%), NC (29.6%), NOx (5.9%), respectively. In general, three kinds of N bonding
configuration about the doped nitrogen atoms in 2D carbon strucutre, such as pyridinic N,
pyrrolic N, and graphitic N (or quaternary N), are known generally. However, the N dopants
can lead to deteriorating the planar structure due to their 5 valence electrons. For keeping the
planar carbon structure, the cationic type of N dopant which has four valence electrons as
same as carbon is suitable [25].
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Figure 4.3. a) Wide range of XPS spectrum of NCDs, (b) high-resolution XPS N1s spectrum
of NCDs (NP : pyridinic N, NPR : pyrrolic N, NC : cationic N, NOX : oxidized N,),
and c) Schematic representation of N atom configurations.
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The figure.4.4 a) shows the NCDs solution in daylight and UV light and it showed that the
NCDs solution emitted light blue fluorescence by excitation of the UV-light. To understand
their fluorescence property, using different excitation wavelength, the fluorescence spectra
(Fig. 4.4 b)) of NCDs were performed. The highest emission intensity was observed at 410
nm corresponding to 340 nm of excitation wavelength. The quantum yields of the NCDs were
calculated by equation (1) with the standard molecule (Rhodamine B) and were found to be
61%. The value of parameters used in the calculation is presenting in table 4.2. In terms of
energy efficiency, the quantum yield can be an important point of carbon dots. Generally, the
quantum yield of carbon dots can be controlled by two factors, the presence of heteroatom
and the surface passivation [26]. In this study, the nitrogen atom from the pyridine molecule
is the heteroatom in the carbon structure. The lone pair electrons of nitrogen atoms generate n
orbital as a HOMO level between existing π and π* orbital in the carbon structure. Therefore,
the relatively narrow bandgap of n-π* transition, which is much closer to the range of visible
light compared with that of π-π* transition, can emit the visible light efficiently by the
excitation wavelength. In the case of our NCDs, the n-π* transition band was already
confirmed in the range from 300 to 350 nm in the UV-vis result. Thus, the strong intensity
fluorescence occur by the excitation wavelength in this range. Also, the surface passivation of
the NCDs by oxygen atoms leads to the removal of dangling bonds in the structure. The
presence of dangling bonds corresponded to numerous energy levels interfere with the
excitation and recombination of electrons for fluorescence [27].
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Figure 4.4. a) Comparasion of color on NCDs solution (20mg/200mL) under different kind
of light and b) fluorescence spectra of NCD with different excitation wavelengths.

Table 4.2. The absorbance value (A) of UV-vis spectra at 340 nm, the integrated area (I) of
emission under 340 nm, and quantum yield of the NCDs and Rhodamine-B.
Quantum yield

Sample

Absorbance value (A)

Integrated area (I)

NCDs

0.82

76124

61

Rhodamine-B

0.27

12750

31
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To reveal the detection property of TNP, the fluorescence response by adding various
concentrations of TNP solutions were investigated under 340 nm of excitation wavelength.
The fluorescence intensity of NCDs turned out to decrease obviously with 1μM of TNP and
gradually decrease by concentration, as shown in figure 4.5(a). Finally, the peak of
fluorescence almost disappeared when the TNP concentration is 500 μM. The quenching of
the fluorescence depended on its concentration according to the Stern-Volmer equation.
𝐹 /𝐹

1

𝐾 𝐶

Where F0 and F mean fluorescence intensity with absence/presence of quenching
molecules, respectively. The quenching constant and concentration of the quencher is given
KSV and C. Figure 4.5 b) represented the calibration graphs of the NCDs with a low
concentration of the TNP. The quenching constant value (9.1x104 M-1) and the LOD (10.1 nM)
of the NCDs were obtain using the equation, respectively. The PET is one the fluorescence
quenching mechanism that prohibits the emission due to the electron transfer from donor to
acceptor. When the NCDs (donor) and TNP (acceptor) come close, the excited electron of the
NCDs can transfer to the TNP, so the light emission of the NCDs do not occur. Thus, the
efficiency of electron transfer could affect the sensitivity of the NCDs. The amino-functional
group is a strong electron donor group among the functional groups, so it could enhance the
efficiency of donating the excited electron from the NCDs. Consequentially, it was considered
that the NCDs contained rich amino-functional group could detect the low concentration of
TNP effectively. The quenching efficiency of the NCDs with other nitro groups molecules
(NB, NN, NA, NF) was investigated to confirm the selectivity of the NCD for the TNP. As
shown in figure 4.5 c), the quenching efficiency is 91% at 100 μM of the TNP, which is
significantly higher than that of other molecules (NB : 0.1%, NN : 1.3%, NA : 2.9%, NF :
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12%). Figure 4.5 d) also exhibited that only the TNP significantly weakened the fluorescence
of the NCDs solution. The difference in the quenching efficiency between the NCDs and nitro
group molecules came from the presence of hydroxyl groups. Because the hydroxyl groups of
the TNP occurred the proton transfer assisted electron transfer with amino-functional groups
on the surface of NCDs [28]. Therefore, the synergetic effect of the PET and the proton
transfer assisted electron transfer could lead to the excellent selectivity of NCDs for TNP.
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Figure 4.5. a) fluorescence spectra of NCD with different TNP concentration, b) F0/F plot
with the TNP low concentration region up to 50 μM, c) fluorescence quenching efficiency of
the NCDs upon different nitro group molecules at 100 μM of concentration, and d)
photograph of NCDs solutions mixed with different nitro group molecules under the UV
light.
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4.4. Summary
In conclusion, a strategy was established for the rapid synthesis of the NCDs with the
amino-functional group through solution plasma for the effective detection of the TNP. The
water-soluble NCDs have been successfully synthesized from pyridine and water for 10
minutes. The NCDs formed by pyridine and water mixture exhibited blue fluorescence with a
high quantum yield (61%). This enhancement was due to the high N concentration and the
surface passivation by radical from plasma. Meanwhile, as a TNP detector, the NCDs showed
the highest sensitivity (LOD 10.1nM) due to their rich amino-functional groups as the pathway
for electron transfer. Also, an excellent selectivity of the NCDs for the TNP was confirmed by
a significantly high quenching efficiency at 91% as compared with the other nitro group
molecules (0.1-12%).
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Chapter 5 – Summary
In the thesis, the investigation of a conversion of pyridine monomer by solution plasma
was conducted. For synthesizing the hetero carbon nanomaterial, the new type of synthesizing
method, solution plasma was employed. The solution plasma has a high potential to be an
alternative method for simple and rapid synthesize nitrogen doped carbon nanomaterial with
high nitrogen concentration. Thus, the researches on nitrogen doped carbon nanomaterial have
been expanded with the solution plasma method. However, the fundamental study of hetero
carbon nanomaterial fabricated by solution plasma is hardly proceeded yet. In particular, the
synthesis pathway from the molecular level is still unrevealed. Therefore, an exploring of the
conversion procedure from monomer to fabricating hetero carbon nanomaterial by SP is
considered to have a worth to study.
In Chapter 1, the conventional synthesis methods of hetero carbon nanomaterials were
introduced. The fundamental and experimental components of solution plasma as
unconventional method were explained. The radical polymerization process was introduced to
understand how the monomer be converted. At last, an introduction of the carbon dots which
is nano scaled hetero carbon material was presented.
In Chapter 2, the initial reactions of pyridine for the synthesis of hetero-carbon nanomaterial
by SP were presented. The pyridine solvents after SP 1 and 5 sec were analyzed by GC-MS.
After a few seconds of SP, cyanopyridine, bipyridine, terpyridine, and phenanthroline
molecules were formed. In the initiation step, CN, C2, H radicals and pyridine cation radical
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were generated in plasma phase and interface between plasma and liquid phase, respectively.
In the propagation step, the CN and the pyridine cation radicals reacted with the pyridine
molecules by the radical-nucleophilic aromatic substitution and CH activation, respectively.
Finally, these radical polymerization reactions were finished by reaction with H and C2 radicals.
The results showed that from pyridine large molecules can be formed by radical reaction during
solution plasma. Among the various kinds of products, 2,2'-bipyridine was confirmed to have
the highest probability of synthesizing by density functional theory calculation.
In Chapter 3, we described a quantitative analysis of the molecules and radicals in the plasma
phase using BAS method. To obtain the quantitative value, the integrated absorption band with
transition oscillator strength. The number density of CN, C2, H radicals during the SP in
benzene, pyridine, and aniline were calculated, respectively. In the case of CN radical’s number
density, the value pyridine ((1.1±0.7) x1016) is much higher than that of aniline ((3.4±2.0)
x1014). After SP, ten to hundred μM of arene and heteroarene were generated and were detected
in the liquid. The products was formed by radicals from SP and the presence of phenyl radical
in SP were explained by ESR measurement. At last, it is confirmed that SP has a potential for
carbon nanomaterial synthesis as graphene and nitrogen-doped-graphene starting from arenes
and heteroarenes by decreasing of H/C ratio.
In Chapter 4, we focused synthesis of carbon dots, few nanometers sized of carbon material
through SP. A strategy for the synthesis of the nitrogen doped carbons dots which are previous
step of common nitrogen doped black carbon was established. The idea based on that the
pyridine can be polymerized to nanocarbon by the SP. Thus, we can control the size of hetero
carbon nanomaterial with the condition change of the SP. At last, the water-soluble NCDs have
been successfully synthesized from pyridine and water for 10 minutes. The prepared NCDs
showed blue fluorescence with 61% of quantum yields. As a TNP detector, the NCDs showed
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the highest sensitivity about 10 nM due to their rich amino-functional groups as the pathway
for electron transfer. Also, an excellent selectivity of the NCDs for the TNP was revealed by
an excellent high quenching efficiency at 91% as compared with the other nitro group
molecules (0.1-12%).
In this study, various kinds of conversions from the pyridine monomer to dimer and trimer
and several types of molecule by SP were successfully confirmed. Also, a fabricating to
nitrogen doped carbon dots was confirmed. The results proved that SP methods can polymerize
pyridine molecule rapidly and control the size of hetero carbon nanomaterial. Also, it suggested
that suitable hetero carbon nano-material according to purpose can be synthesized by solution
plasma. The pyridine as hetero arene is used in this study due to their similarity with benzene
structure and their high synthesis rate of carbon nanomaterial. However, other types of hetero
molecule also have a large potential to apply for synthesis of hetero carbon nanomaterial with
prefer properties. Based on the results of this thesis, a pathway of other types of hetero molecule
for hetero carbon nanomaterial will be discovered. Furthermore, it is believed that a molecular
design by solution plasma can be achieved by revealing of the conversion procedure in
molecular level of various kind molecules.
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